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This Addendum is being issued to answer the following question. All information contained herein is binding on all offerors who respond to this TORFP.

Question & Answer:

The following question and answer submitted by a Master Contractor for the above referenced TORFP:

Question 1: Addendum #2 has removed "proposed personnel" from below and has added “Master Contractor", but the Q&A, for Question 28, says that we can use "proposed personnel experience as references". Can you please clarify?

Answer 1: Question Number 28
Can the references provided in Section 3.2.1, Part B “Proposed Personnel” also be used in Section 3.2.1, Part E “Master Contractor and Subcontractor Experience Capabilities”? Answer: YES

3.2.1 TECHNICAL PROPOSAL
E) Master Contractor and Subcontractor Experience and Capabilities
1) Provide three examples of work assignments that the proposed personnel Master Contractor has completed that were similar in scope to the one defined in this TORFP. Each of the three examples shall include a reference complete with the following:

Answer 1: This change in language is correct. Section 3.2.1 E 1 relates to the Master Contractor. Under Addendum #2, Question 28 the same reference provided for Proposed Personnel can also be used as a reference for the Master Contractor, if the resource “proposed personnel” works for the Master Contractor and has performed the work previously.

End of Addendum #4
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